In The Latin Quarter

Words by
RICHARD FECHHEIMER

Music by
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Moderato

Piano

When with painting we are

In a little studio,

Lights are burning soft and

There are other things to

low,

do,

Rugs and funny fixtures,

Girls after posing,
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Paints of many mixtures, All combined there, you will find there:
when the day is closing, Must have cheer and atmosphere, and:

Refrain

In the Latin Quarter Days somehow seem shorter Time rolls
merrily along. There are no office hours,

Life's just a bunch of flowers, Thru the rosy little sky-light

5962-8 In The Latin Quarter
Comes the soft Parisian twilight. Tho' they criticize us,

often scandalize us, We're as happy as can be.

We may not live as we ought a, In our little

Latin quarter, But it's a wonderful place to be.